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Act now! Special offer to first-time utility attendees to the ICC Fall meeting –
ten complimentary registrations! Please contact thomasarnold@pesicc.org.

From the ICC Chair

Welcome to the desert! For the Fall 2019
ICC meeting, we again visit Scottsdale,
Arizona. While this is familiar territory – our
sixth time here – the ICC has been expanding our membership with increased international participation as we embrace technical
knowledge from around the globe. In 2019,
the ICC became the responsible committee
for an “entity” working group that originated
in China and which will be meeting with us
this fall, and the ICC recently initiated for the
first time within the PES to adopt a CIGRÉ
(International Council on Large Electric Systems) Technical Brochure as an IEEE “guide”
level standard. The two organizations are
negotiating to make this happen, enabling
IEEE standards to see greater acceptance
outside of North America.

JICABLE’19 Report

CIGRÉ Technical Brochures often provide
very thorough coverage of specific topics
with industry-wide perspectives. The science of electric power is global, and there
are great opportunities to share information
among the various international organizations. For example, at the June 2019 Jicable
meeting in Versailles, there were several
ICC regulars in attendance, so the various
technical communities are looking in all
directions to expand knowledge and better
share understanding.
The Fall 2019 meeting marks the end of my
term as Chair of the ICC. I have been honored to serve the committee and am looking
forward to continued involvement in the
insulated conductors industry while also supporting the incoming Chair, Henk Geene, as
he ascends to lead our group for 2020-2021.
Henk is the first ICC Chair from outside North
America, and we welcome his new perspectives and global views on our industry.
I look forward to seeing you in October.

Fall 2019 Education
Session – Why Not
Install Underground
Cables Everywhere?
By Rachel Mosier, Education Session Chair, PDC and
Jared Jajack, Education Session Vice Chair, AEP

With frequent news reports of extreme
weather events causing outages and with
peak hurricane season right around the corner
comes the age-old question, “Why not just
put all of the cables underground?”
This Fall’s Education Session will add another
piece to that puzzle. Six utilities will discuss
the challenges of installing underground cable
systems. Presentations will include projectspecific experience and large-scale program
statistics about how the new systems
enhanced circuit reliability and improved
resiliency.
Please register and join us to learn more
in Scottsdale on Wednesday, October 23,
from 1:00 – 5:00 pm.
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by Harry Orton, OCEI

Possibly the best international conference
on insulated power cable systems was
held in Versailles, Paris, France on June
23-27, 2019. The 10th Jicable international
conference and exposition attracted 700
attendees from 44 countries and featured
310 papers presented in 52 sessions.
Five tutorials were given on the first day:
• Fire issues for insulated cables in air,
by Paolo Maioli, Italy

• Long-term performance of soils and
backfill systems, by John Millar, Deepak
Parmar, and Walter Zenger, USA
• Implementation of long AC and EHV
cables systems, by Volker Werle, Germany
• The use of DTS and RTTR, optical fibres,
user interfaces, SCADA case studies by
Jacco Smit, The Netherlands
• Fault location on land and submarine
cable links (AC and DC) by Robert
Donaghy, Ireland.

The opening address, “HVDC Technology
Issues for Future Grids,” was given by Marcio
Szechtman, Director General of CEPEL
Brazil, and the closing session round table
on “Recent Experience on Cable Systems
Submitted to Major Disturbances” was
coordinated by Harry Orton, OCEI, Canada.
Jicable conferences are held every four
years. Plan ahead and we will see you in
2023 in Versailles!

ICC Awards
By Lauri Hiivala, ICC Awards Chair

Certificates of Appreciation (COAs) were
awarded for the best presentation at a
subcommittee, working group, discussion
group or educational program meeting for
the Fall 2018 meeting:
• Paul Caronia, Subcommittee A Meeting,
TR-XLPE Insulated Cables for Wet
High Voltage Cable Applications
• Bill Wolfe and Stephane Tognali,
Subcommittee B Meeting, Temperature
Stability of Constant Force Springs
Under Current Loading
• Glen Bertini, Subcommittee C Meeting,
Manhole Explosions, Part II:
How to Stop Them
• Gabe Taylor, Subcommittee D Meeting,
Contributions of Electrical Cables
to Fire Risk
• Nigel Hampton, Josh Perkel and Thomas
Parker, Subcommittee F Meeting, Health
Index Methods for Using Forensic Diagnostics to Manage Water-Treeing in MV Cables

COAs were also presented to all outgoing
subcommittee, working group and discussion
group chairs and vice chairs, or upon publication of their IEEE standard or guide:
• Stan Szyszko, Chair, Subcommittee B,
Accessories, Spring 2016, Fall 2018
• David Elliott, Chair, Working Group A08,
IEEE 1210-2005 Standard Tests for
Determining Compatibility of Cable-Pulling
Lubricants with Wire and Cable
• Mark Walton, Chair, Working Group A13,
IEEE 1407-2007 Guide for Accelerated Aging
Tests for Medium-Voltage (5 kV-35 kV)
Extruded Electric Power Cables Using
Water-Filled Tanks
• Sherif Kamel, Chair, Working Group B3,
IEEE 592-2018 Standard for Insulation
Shields on Medium-Voltage (15 kV - 35 kV)
Cable Joints and Separable Connectors
• William Taylor, Vice-chair, Working Group
B3, IEEE 592-2018 Standard for Insulation
Shields on Medium-Voltage (15 kV - 35 kV)
Cable Joints and Separable Connectors
• Ray Whiteside, Chair, Working Group B5,
IEEE 1300-2011 Guide for Cable Connections
for Gas-Insulated Substations
• Todd Goyette, Vice-chair, Working Group
C1, IEEE 835-1994 (R2012) Power Cable
Ampacity Tables

• Dave Campilii, Vice-chair, Working Group
C11, IEEE 1120-2004 Guide for the

Planning, Design, Installation, and Repair
of Submarine Power Cable Systems
and Vice-chair, Discussion Group C37,
Submarine Cables
• Harry Orton, Chair, Discussion Group E12,
Networking Luncheon Fall 2008 –
Fall 2018
Thomas Arnold received the 2019 Technical
Committee Distinguished Service Award
for his many years leading the efficient
operation of the ICC’s registration and
treasurer activities.

Thomas Arnold accepts the Technical Committee Distinguished
Service Award from Lauri Hiivala.

Contributions of Electric Cable to Fire Risk
By Gabriel Taylor, PE, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The watershed fire event for commercial
nuclear power facilities was the Browns
Ferry Fire that occurred on March 1975.
A candle used for evaluating air leakage
between rooms ignited a temporary polyurethane foam penetration seal and quickly
spread into an adjacent room. The fire lasted
for more than 7 hours, damaged 1,600 cables
and forced emergency repairs to maintain
the plant in a safe condition. This event
spurred the regulator to act and, eventually,
issue new deterministic rules for fire safety.

In the decades that followed the Browns
Ferry Fire, fire safety science has advanced
to a state that supports the use of
performance-based standards. These
standards allow for flexibility in the design
and engineering of structures, systems and
components. Regulation of commercial
nuclear power plants has embraced the use
of risk information to support assessment of
performance-based methods and alternatives
to prescriptive requirements.
Risk is defined as the potential for loss
resulting from exposure to a hazard, such as
fire. Risk is qualitatively characterized via a
risk triplet:
1. What can go wrong?
2. How likely is it?
3. What are the potential consequences?
The risk triplet is formalized in a quantitative
risk equation:

Fire ignition point

Fire probabilistic risk assessment uses
information from operating experience,
testing and expert judgement to estimate the
risk to the plant from the effects of fire. Fire
initiating frequencies (λ), scenario specific
weighting factors (W), and conditional
success probabilities of fire detection and
suppression (Pns) are used. Fire modeling
uses cable ignition criteria, heat release
rate, and cable damage limits to estimate
what fraction of fires challenge plant safety
(SF). For those cables that are determined
to be failed, circuit analysis is performed,
and conditional likelihoods are assigned and
incorporated into plant response models
(CCDP). Individual scenario risk estimates
are summed to arrive at an overall plant
fire risk estimate. Scenarios that dominate
the plant risk profile are then reviewed
for refinement in the risk evaluation or for
potential plant modification to reduce risk.
Thus, risk assessment is a valuable tool for
understanding plant risk profiles.

6 Maintaining the

ICC Standards Corner

Standard

By Gary Clark, P.E., ICC Standards Coordinator

One of the ICC’s core purposes is to create, maintain
and revise IEEE standards. Since the Spring 2019
meeting, six Project Authorization Requests (PARs)
have been approved or extended. PARs are critical
to the successful efforts of the ICC, as they allow
working group (WG) members to create or maintain
the standards that impact all aspects of our diverse
insulated cable industry. The IEEE Standards
Development Lifecycle illustrates how every
standard starts with a PAR initiation.

1 Initiating

the Project

5 Gaining

Final Approval

2 Mobilizing the

Working Group

4 Balloting

the Standard

3 Drafting the Standard
The standards development lifecycle

As we pass the halfway mark of 2019, ICC members
will need to work together diligently to revise the
12 standards listed in the table, which will expire
over the next three years. With the 11 standards that
expired in 2018, this total of 23 standards represent
nearly half of the 51 standards and guides that the ICC
sponsors. Each has a technical and financial impact on
our economy, environment, and society. Please reach
out to the applicable Subcommittee and WG Chairs
for further direction on how to help support the timely
completion of our standards responsibilities. IEEE and
the ICC thanks you for your time and support!

TR-XLPE Insulated Cables for Wet High Voltage Cable Applications
By Paul Caronia, Tim Person, Steve Cree and Shawn Miao, Dow Inc.

About 52 gigawatts of new wind power was
installed in 2017, with continued growth in
offshore wind farms predicted by the Global
Wind Energy Council in their 2017 Annual
Report. The report discusses challenges
facing offshore wind farms relating to their
remote locations and adverse environmental
conditions, as well as efforts to reduce the
cost of renewable energy.
One way to reduce the cost of offshore wind
farms is increasing the array cable voltage.
To this end, CIGRE initiated a working group
to develop recommendations for submarine
cables rated from 6-66 kV.

The report reviews elements of TR-XLPEs
technical properties for wet high-voltage
applications, including its low dissipation
factor (for low electrical loss) when wet, its
low water tree growth characteristic in saline,
and its ability to maintain a high breakdown
strength under high electrical stress aging.
An advanced TR-XLPE insulation introduced
about 10 years ago has a step change in wet
electrical performance over conventional
TR-XLPE insulations in accelerated wet cable

life testing. This advanced TR-XLPE insulation
shows excellent performance under highstress aging conditions.
The authors propose the industry consider
using this advanced TR-XLPE insulation
in high voltage cables without a moisture
barrier. This would support the industry’s
efforts to decrease the cost of offshore wind
farms and increase the use of this renewable
energy source.

The authors of CIGRE technical brochure
TB722 reviewed the technical merits of using
water tree retardant crosslinked polyethylene
(TR-XLPE) insulation for “wet” high-voltage
cables. TRXLPE insulation has over 35 years
of excellent field-proven performance in wet
cable designs in medium-voltage applications.

TRXLPE maintains a low dielectric loss after 1095 days aging in water

International
Events Calendar
Compiled by Harry Orton & Wim Boone

CEIDP
(Conference on Electrical Insulation
and Dielectric Phenomena)
20-23 October 2019,
Richland, WA
www.ceidp.org
22-23 October 2019,
Boston, MA
www.AWEA.org

Interwire

6-8 November 2019,
New Delhi

Subsea Power Cables

There are two types of explosions in manholes: deflagration (chemical explosions) and
detonation (arc flashes). In North America, such explosions occur about once a week. Displaced
manhole covers are symptoms of both explosion types. Fire and smoke visible above ground are
symptoms of serious secondary network events. There are more than one million undetected
fires. Undetected fires are a testament to the robust design of secondary network systems but
detecting them and addressing their root causes is critical to the safety of our cities and the
reliability of our networks.
There are dozens of “why?” questions we must ask to identify the root causes of explosions and
large fires. The figure shown below is an abridged causality map for deflagration events. Each
arrow represents one “why?” question. Gray-black boxes indicate root causes. Solid black boxes
fall outside the scope of IEEE P2417, currently under development by ICC’s C34W working group.

Calendar

AWEA Offshore Windpower

Manhole Explosions and Fires: Root Causes,
Diagnostics and Prevention By Glen Bertini, Novinium, Inc.

13-14 November 2019,
London, UK
https://energy.knect365.com/subsea.

CATCON
(International Conference on
Condition Assessment Techniques
in Electrical Systems)
21-23 November 2019,
Chennai, India
www.ee.iitm.ac.in/CATCON2019

Subsea Americas

11-12 December 2019,
Washington DC
https://www.capacitymedia.com/events
/subsea-americas

Upcoming ICC Events
October 20-23, 2019, Fall ICC –
Scottsdale, AZ.

Visit pesicc.org/ICCWP/meetings/fall-2019/ to
view all Fall ICC presentations and activities or to
register for the meeting, the Networking
Luncheon and Transnational Lunch.

May 3-6, 2020 Spring ICC,
Palm Springs, CA
October 25-28, 2020 Fall ICC,
Bonita Springs, FL

Tell Us What You Think!
ICC welcomes your feedback. If
you’d like to suggest topics for
upcoming issues of the ICC Newsletter
or add a colleague to our email
database, please contact Harry Orton
at h.orton.1966@ieee.org.

Causality map for deflagration-type manhole explosions and fires

Within secondary networks, there are two opportunities to diagnose events, two mitigation
tactics, and three-and-a-half proven ways to break causal links that create deflagration and
large fire-smoke events. In the illustration, symptoms are designated with a runny-nose emoji;
diagnostics, a stethoscope; mitigation, a seat belt; prevention, scissors cutting causal links.
Diagnose: Deflagration explosions are preceded by gas accumulation not normally present
in the atmosphere. All fires produce similar gases. Sensing combustion gases is a direct and
unconfounded diagnostic of fires and explosions. When fires burn in a network duct, current
imbalances are measurable in the burning cables; conditions such as duct temperature are
perturbed. These are direct and unconfounded diagnostics which allow pinpointing of offending
cables. Indirect and confounded diagnostics include stray voltage measurements.
Mitigate: Manhole restraints mitigate explosive damage. Duct flow restrictors limit fire size.
Prevent: Active ventilation prevents explosions. Coupled with sensing technology, it allows the
pinpointing of previously undetected fires. Duct flow restrictors cannot prevent small fires, but
when coupled with active ventilation they can prevent explosions and large fires. Coupling watercontrolled vented covers with active ventilation prevents accumulation of water and electrolytes
that are a root cause of secondary cable fires.

